Many type based program analyses with subtyping, such as ow analysis, are based on inequality constraints over a lattice. When inequality constraints are combined with polymorphism it is often hard to scale the analysis up to large programs. A major source of ine ciency in conventional implementations stems from computing substitution instances of constraints. In this paper we extend the constraint language with constraint abstractions so that instantiation can be expressed directly in the constraint language and we give a cubic-time algorithm for constraint solving. As an application, we illustrate how a ow analysis with ow subtyping, ow polymorphism and ow-polymorphic recursion can be implemented in O(n 3 ) time where n is the size of the explicitly typed program.
Introduction
Constraints are at the heart of many modern program analyses. These analyses are often implemented by two stages. The rst stage collects constraints in an appropriate constraint language and the second stage nds a solution (usually the least) to the constraints. If the constraints are collected through a simple linear time traversal over the program yielding a linear amount of constraints the rst phase can hardly constitute a bottleneck. But often the constraints for a program point are computed by performing a non constant-time operation on constraints collected for another part of the program. Notable examples, and the motivation for this work, are analyses which combine subtyping and polymorphism. There, typically, the constraints for a call to a polymorphic function f are a substitution instance of the constraints for the body of f. For these analyses, to na vely collect constraints typically leads to unacceptable performance. Consider, for example, how we na vely could collect the constraints for a program of the following form. let f 0 = : : : in let f 1 = : : : f 0 : : : f 0 in let : : : in let f n = : : : f n?1 : : : f n?1 : : : in : : : f n : : : f n : : : We rst collect the constraints for the polymorphic function f 0 . Then for the two calls to f 0 in the body of f 1 , we compute two di erent substitution instances of the constraints from the body of f 0 . As a result the number of constraints for f 1 will be at least twice as many as those for f 0 . Thus, the number of resulting constraints grows exponentially in the call depth n. As a result the cost of collecting constraints becomes completely dominated by the cost of computing substitution instances. Although, the call depth rarely grows linearly with the size of the program, this approach becomes intractable in practice. If we can simplify the constraints for the polymorphic functions to fewer but equivalent constraints that can help to reduce the cost of instantiations. It is therefore no surprise that lots of work has been put into techniques for how to simplify constraints FM89, Cur90, Kae92, Smi94, EST95, Pot96, TS96, FA96, AWP97, Reh97, FF97] . Another approach is to make the constraint language more powerful so that constraints can be generated by a simple linear time traversal over the program. This can be achieved by making substitution instantiation a syntactic construct in the constraint language. But when we make the constraint language more powerful we also make constraint solving more di cult. So is this a tractable approach? The constraint solver could of course just perform the delayed operations and then proceed as before. But can one do better? The answer, of course, depends on the constraint language in question.
In this paper we consider a constraint language with simple inequality constraints over a lattice. Such constraints show up in several type based program analyses such as ow analyses, e.g., Mos97], binding time analyses, e.g., DHM95], usage analyses, e.g., TWM95], points-to-analyses, e.g., FFA00] and uniqueness type systems BS96]. We extend this simple constraint language with constraint abstractions which allow the constraints to compactly express substitution instantiation.
The main result of this paper is a constraint solving algorithm which computes least solutions to the extended form of constraints in cubic time. We have used this expressive constraint language to formulate usage-polymorphic usage analyses with usage subtyping Sve00,GS00] and an algorithm closely related to the one in this paper is presented in the second author's Master's thesis Sve00] ( GS00] focuses on the usage type system and no constraint solving is presented). In this paper, as another example, we show how the constraint language can be used to yield a cubic algorithm for Mossin's polymorphic ow analysis with ow subtyping and ow polymorphic recursion Mos97]. This is a signi cant result { the previously published algorithm, by Mossin, is O(n 8 ). Independently, F andrich and Rehof FR01] have given an algorithm for Mossin's ow analysis based on instantiation constraints which is also O(n 3 ). We will take a closer look an the relationship of their algorithm and ours in section 4.
Outline
The rest of this article is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce our constraint language and give the semantics. In section 3 we present our constraint solving algorithm, its implementation and computational complexity. Section 4 discusses related work and section 5 concludes. In appendix A we illustrate how the constraint language can be used in a ow analysis. In appendix B we give the proof of Theorem 1.
Constraints
In this section we will rst introduce the underlying constraints language that we consider in this paper, and then extend the constraint language with constraint abstractions which can express substitution instantiation. The atomic constraints we consider are inequality constraints of the form a b where a and b are taken from an countably in nite set of variables. The constraint language also contains the trivially true constraint, conjunction of constraints and existential quanti cation as given by the following grammar.
Atomic Constraints A ::= a b Constraint Terms M; N ::= A j > j M^N j 9a:M These kinds of constraints show up in several di erent type based program analyses such as, for example, ow analysis, e.g., Mos97] which we will use as our running example. The constraints arise from the use of subtyping between ow types -i.e., types annotated with ow information.
Depending on the application, the constraints can be interpreted in di erent domains. For example, for ow analysis we can interpret the constraints in a lattice of nite sets of labels with subset as the ordering.
De nition 1. We interpret a constraint term in a lattice L with the ordering v by de ning the notion of a model of a constraint term. Let range over mappings from variables into L then j = M read as is a model of M is de ned inductively by the following rules.
Given a constraint term one is usually interested in nding its optimal model (usually the least) given a xed assignment of some of the variables. For example, in ow analysis some of the variables in the constraint term correspond to points in the program where values are produced, often referred to as the sources of ow.
Other variables correspond to points in the program where values are consumed, often referred to as the targets of ow. The existentially quanti ed variables correspond to the ow annotations on intermediate ow types. To nd the ow from the sources to the targets we can x an assignment for the source variables (usually by associating a unique label l to each source and interpret it as the singleton set flg) and compute the least model which respects this assignment.
For this simple constraint language it is easy to compute least solutions (it can be seen as a simple graph reachability problem) in O(n 3 ) time, where n is the number of variables.
Constraint abstractions
When subtyping is combined with polymorphism the need to compute substitution instances of constraint terms arise. We will build this operation into our constraint language through the means of constraint abstractions. M and FAV(M) for the free abstraction variables of M. For sets of variables P and Q we will write P Q to mean that P and Q are disjoint, i.e., P \Q = ;. We will identify constraint terms up to -equivalence, that is the renaming of bound variables and bound abstraction variables. In letfF ginM the constraint abstraction variables de ned byF are bound both in M and in the bodies ofF so our lets are mutually recursive. Consequently the variables de ned byF must be distinct. We will use ? to range over sets of constraint abstractions where the de ned variables are distinct, and we will denote the addition of a group of distinct constraint abstractionsF to ? by juxtaposition: ?fFg. We will say that a group of constraint abstractionsF is garbage in let ?fFg in M if we can remove the abstractions without causing bound abstraction variables to become free. Recursive constraint abstractions goes beyond just expressing a delayed substitution instantiation. It also allows us to express a xed-point calculation in a very convenient way. We will make use of this in the ow analysis in appendix A to express ow-polymorphic recursion.
To give a semantics to the extended constraint language we need to de ne the notion of a model of a constraint term in the context of a set of constraint abstractions ?.
De nition 2. In a lattice L, with the ordering v we de ne ; ? j = M coinductively by the following rules (we follow the notational convention of Cousot and Cousot CC92] to mark the rules with a \?" to indicate that it is a coinductive de nition).
? ; ? j = a b (a) The de nition needs to be coinductive to cope with recursive constraint abstractions. The coinductive de nition expresses the intuitive concept that that such constraint abstractions should be \unfolded in nitely". When it is not clear from the context we will write ; ? j = L M to make explicit which lattice we consider. We will say that N is a consequence of M written M j = N i for every L, , ? if ; ? j = L M then ; ? j = L N. We will write M , N i M j = N and N j = M.
In de nitions throughout this paper we will nd it convenient to work with constraint term contexts. A constraint term context is simply a constraint term with a \hole" analogous to term contexts used extensively in operational semantics.
Constraint Term Contexts C ::= ] j C^M j M^C j 9a:C j let ? in C j let ?ffã = Cg in M We will write C M] to denote the lling of the hole in C with M. Hole lling may capture variables. We will write CV(C) for the variables that may be captured when lling the hole. We will say that the hole in C is live if the hole does not occur in a constraint abstraction which is garbage. Our rst use of constraint term contexts is in the de nition of the free live atomic constraints of a constraint term.
De nition 3. The set of free live atomic constraints of a constraint term M, This lemma is necessary, and is the only di culty, when proving the subject reduction property of the usage analysis in GS00] and the ow analysis in appendix A. The premise FV(M) CV(C) is there to ensure that no inadvertent name capture takes place and it can always be ful lled by an -conversion. In the remainder of this paper we will leave this condition on unwindings implicit. As we discussed in the previous section we are interested in nding the models of a constraint term given a xed assignment of some of the variables. In this section we will present an algorithm for this purpose for our constraint language. The algorithm is based on a rewrite system which rewrites constraint terms to equivalent but more informative ones. Every rewrite step adds an atomic constraint to the constraint term and the idea is that when the rules have been applied exhaustively then enough information is explicit in the term so that the models can be constructed easily.
De nition 4. We de ne the rewrite relation ! as the compatible closure of the relation 7 ! de ned by the clauses in gure 1.
Here we provide some explanation of the rewrite rules. The rst rule, allows us to unwind an atomic constraint. Note that at least one of the variables in A must be bound by the abstraction. The restriction is there to prevent rewrite steps which would not be useful anyway. The two last rules are similar to the second rule but deal with unwinding in mutually recursive constraint abstractions. A key property of the rewrite rules is that they lead to equivalent constraint terms.
Lemma 2. If 
The property is easy to argue for the transitivity rule. For the second rule it follows from the unwinding property (Lemma 1). The two last rules rely on similar unwinding properties for unwinding in mutually recursive constraint abstractions.
Normal forms
Intuitively a constraint term is in normal form when the rules in gure 1 have been applied exhaustively. But nothing stops us from performing rewrite steps which just add new copies of atomic constraints which are already in the constraint term. We can of course do this an arbitrary number of times creating a sequence of terms which are di erent but \essentially the same". To capture this notion of essentially the same we de ne a congruence which equates terms which are equal up to copies of atomic constraints.
De nition 5. We de ne as the re exive, transitive, symmetric and compatible closure of the following clauses. Finally we arrive at our de nition of normal form up to productive rewrite steps.
De nition 7. M is in normal form i M 6 ;.
The main technical theorem in this paper is that when a constraint term with no free constraint abstraction variables is in normal form then the models of the constraint term are exactly characterised by the free live atomic constraints of the constraint term. The termination of the algorithm is ensured by the following result.
Lemma 5. There is no in nite sequence of the form given above.
Proof (Sketch). Let n be the number of variables (free and bound) in M 0 . Note that the number of variables remain constant in each step. Thus the number of unique atomic constraints that can be added to M is bounded by n 2 . Since every productive rewrite step introduces a new atomic constraint the number of steps is bounded by n 2 .
Given a constraint term, our algorithm rst marks all atomic constraints. These marked constraints can be thought of as a work list of atomic constraints to consider. The algorithm then unmarks the constraints one by one and performs all productive rewrite steps which only involve atomic constraints which are not marked. The new atomic constraints which are produced by a rewrite step are initially marked. The algorithm maintains the following invariant: the term obtained by replacing the marked terms with > is in normal form. The algorithm terminates with a normal form when no atomic constraints remain marked. The pseudo code for this algorithm is given below. Algorithm 1. 1. Mark all atomic constraints.
2. If there are no remaining marked constraints then stop otherwise pick a marked atomic constraint and unmark it. 3. Find all productive redexes which involve the unmarked constraint and perform the corresponding rewrite steps. Let the added atomic constraints be marked. 4. Go to step 2.
Data Structures
The e ciency of the algorithm relies on maintaining certain data structures. In step 3 of the algorithm we use data structures such that we can solve the following two problems:
1. nd all redexes we need to consider in time proportional to the number of such, and 2. decide in constant time whether a redex is productive.
We can solve the rst problem if we maintain, for every existentially bound With this information we can easily list all transitivity-redexes we need to consider in step 3, in time proportional to the number of redexes. When we unmark a constraint we can update the data structure in constant time.
For the second problem, to decide in constant time whether a redex is productive, we need to decide, in constant time, whether the atomic constraint to be added already exists in the term. We can achieve this by a n times n bit-matrix where n is the number of variables (free and bound) in the constraint term. If a b is in the term then the entry in the matrix for (a; b) is 1 and 0 otherwise. This is su cient for the complexity argument in the next section but in practice we use a re ned data structure which we describe in section 3.5.
Complexity
The cost of the algorithm is dominated by the operations performed by step 3, which searches for productive redexes. The cost is proportional to the number of redexes (productive or non-productive) considered and each redex in the nal normal form is considered exactly once in step 3. Thus the cost of step 3 is proportional to the number of redexes in the nal normal form. An analysis of the maximum number of redexes gives the following.
{ The maximum number of transitivity-redexes is, for each existentially quanti ed variable a, the square of the number of variables in scope at the point where a is bound.
{ The maximum number of unwind-redexes is, for each variable a bound in a constraint abstraction f, two times the number of variables in scope at the point where a is bound times the number of calls to f.
A consequence of this analysis is the complexity result we are about to state. Let the skeleton of a constraint term be the term where all occurrences of atomic constraints, and the trivially true constraint have been removed. What remains are the binding occurrences of variables and all calls to constraint abstractions. Now, for a constraint term M, let n be the size of the skeleton of M plus the number of free variables of M. The complexity of the algorithm can be expressed in terms of M as follows.
Theorem 2. The normal form can be computed O(n 3 ) time.
Re ned Data Structure
The cost of initialising the bit-matrix described in section 3.3 is dominated by the cost of step 3 in the algorithm but we believe that in practice the cost of initialising the matrix may be signi cant. Also the amount of memory required for the matrix is quite substantial and many entries in the matrix would be redundant since the corresponding variables have no overlapping scope. Below we sketch a re ned approach based on this observation which we believe will be important in practice. We associate a natural number, index(a), with every variable a. We assign the natural number as follows. First we choose an arbitrary order for all the free variables and bind them existentially, in this order, at top level. Then we assign to each variable the lexical binding level of the variable. The sets have, due to scoping, the property that, for any two distinct elements a and b, index(a) is distinct from index(b). Thus the sets can be represented by bit-arrays, indexed by index(a) so that set membership can be decided in constant time. Now, to decide whether an atomic constraint a b is in the constraint becomes just set membership in the appropriate set.
Related Work
The motivation for this paper is to reduce the cost of the combination of subtyping and polymorphism and in this respect it is related to numerous papers on constraint simpli cation techniques FM89, Cur90, Kae92, Smi94, EST95, Pot96, TS96, FA96, AWP97, Reh97, FF97] .
To have substitution instantiation in the constraint language is not a new idea. It goes back at least to Henglein's work on type-polymorphic recursion Hen93] where he uses semiuni ctaion constraints to represent instantiation.
We have previously used constraint abstraction to formulate usage-polymorphic usage analyses with usage subtyping Sve00,GS00] and an algorithm closely related to the one in this paper is presented in the second authors masters thesis Sve00] ( GS00] focuses on the usage type system and no constraint solving is presented).
The ow analysis in appendix A, that we give as an example of how constraint abstractions can be used, is based on a ow analysis by Mossin Mos97] . A consequence of the complexity of our constraint solving algorithm is that Mossin's ow analysis can be implemented in O(n 3 ) time where n is the size of the explicitly type program which is a substantial improvement over the algorithm by Closely related to our work is the recent work by F anhdrich and Rehof FR01] where they also give an O(n 3 ) algorithm for Mossin's ow analysis. The key idea in their and our work is the same { to represent substitution instantiation in the constraints by extending the constraint language. However, the means are not the same. Where we use constraint abstractions they use instantiation constraints, a form of inequality constraints labelled with an instantiation site and a polarity. They compute the ow information from the constraints through an algorithm for Context-Free Language (CFL) reachability Rep97, MR00] . The main di erence between constraint abstractions and instantiation constraints is that constraint abstractions o er more structure and a notion of local scope whilst in the the work by F ahndrich and Rehof all variables scope over the entire set of constraints. Our algorithm takes advantage of the scoping in an essential way. Firstly, we do not add any edges between variables that have no common scope and secondly the scoping comes into the restriction of our transitivity rule and the unwind rules. Although the scoping does not improve the asymptotic complexity in terms of the size of the explicitly typed program it shows up in the the more ne-grained complexity argument leading to the cubic bound (see section 3.4) and it is essential for the re ned data structures we sketch in section 3.5. Constraint abstractions also o er a more subjective advantage { the additional structure of constraint abstractions enforces many useful properties. A practical consequence is that we think it requires less proof e ort to apply our technique to a range of di erent analyses. In particular, to apply the technique by F andrich and Rehof, and enjoy the cubic complexity, it is required to show that the constraints generated by the analysis have a certain global property (see appendix B of FR01]).
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have shown how a constraint language with simple inequality constraints over a lattice can be extended with constraint abstractions which allow the constraints to compactly express substitution instantiation. The main result of this paper is a constraint solving algorithm which computes least solutions to the extended form of constraints in cubic time. In GS00] we have used this expressive constraint language to formulate a usage-polymorphic usage analyses with usage subtyping and usage-polymorphic recursion and in an appendix to this paper we demonstrate how the extended constraint language can be used to yield a cubic algorithm for Mossin's polymorphic ow analysis with ow subtyping and ow polymorphic recursion Mos97]. We believe that our approach can be applied to a number of other type based program analyses such as binding time analyses, e.g., DHM95], points-to-analyses, e.g., FFA00] and uniqueness type systems BS96].
An interesting possibility for future work is to explore alternative constraint solving algorithms. The current algorithm has a rather compositional character in that, it rewrites the body of a constraint abstraction without considering how it is called. In Sve00] we describe an algorithm where the di erent calls to a constraint abstraction lead to rewrites inside the abstraction. The algorithm can in this way take advantage of global information (it can be thought of as a form of caching) which yields a interesting ner grained complexity characterisation. The algorithm in Sve00] is however restricted to non-recursive constraint abstractions and it is not clear whether the algorithm can be extended to recursive constraint abstractions (although we believe so). Another opportunity for future work is to investigate whether constraint abstractions can be a useful extension for other underlying constraint languages. Constraint abstraction could also possibly be made more powerful by allowing constraint abstractions to be passed as parameters to constraint abstractions (i.e., making them higher order The subtype entailment relation which take the form M` 0 1 and M` 0 1 respectively is de ned in gure 2. We read M` 0 1 as \from the constraint term M it can be derived that 0 1 ". We will let range over type schemas. M can contain any constraint term. However, this is the place were we can take advantage of having constraint abstractions. Instead of inserting a big constraint term in the type schemas we can create a new constraint abstraction and insert a call to that abstraction as the constraint term. Therefore the only thing we need to duplicate when instantiating the schema is the call to the constraint abstraction. We will sometimes consider a type as a type schema with no quanti ed variables.
We will let and range over typing contexts which associates variables with type schemas. Our typing judgements for terms take the form ; M`e : , for bindings ; F`x = e : (x : ) and for groups of bindings ; ?`fbg : .
The typing rules of the analysis can be seen in gure 3. The key di erence to the analyses in Fax95, Mos97] is in the rule Binding where generalisation takes place. Instead of putting the constraint term used to type the body of the binding into the type schema the constraint term is inserted into a new constraint abstraction and a call to this abstraction is included in the type schema.
By inspecting the rules we can see that the size of the skeleton of the constraint term required to type a program is proportional to the size of the typed program and that the number of free variables is the number of ow variables in the program. From this fact and theorem 2 we can conclude that the complexity of the ow analysis is O(n 3 ) where n is the size of the typed program.
B Proof of Theorem 1
In this appendix we give a proof of Theorem 1.
B.1 Evaluation Contexts
We rst introduce a form of contexts where the hole may not occur inside an abstraction. We call them evaluation contexts because they are reminiscent of evaluation contexts used in operational semantics. 
Constraint Term Evaluation

